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What would you do if you found out everything you thought you knew about your father turned out to be a
lie?

After being bitten by the genealogy bug, Grace Hendricks awakens a conspiracy that's been lying dormant--
ever since she disappeared shortly after her father's funeral eleven years ago. Now, here in the present, his
military records have been tampered with and his death certificate is no longer on file.

Grace turns to Eric Wayne, an old flame she thought she'd tucked safely into the past. But Eric has no
intentions of getting involved with Grace and her crazy allegations, until he realizes that someone else is
buried in his former commanding general's grave.

Grace and Eric team up, albeit reluctantly, to unravel the mystery and become secondary targets in an age-
old conspiracy where nothing is as it seems.

More bestselling titles by Sandra Edwards:

Crazy For You - A controversial romance set in the 80s.

Incredible Dreams - A modern-day ghost whisperer travels through time to save the life of a WWII fighter
pilot.

Forgotten Soul - A tale of buried treasure, star-crossed lovers and reincarnation.

Vegas, Baby - A continuation of Broken Wings with a romantic suspense flair.

Staked - A time-traveling bounty hunter gets involved with a mysterious soldier-of-fortune and soon
discovers she could be his saving grace--or his downfall.

Saving Katya - Former lovers are reunited at the Winter Olympics.

The Memory Bouquet - The past and present collide in this collection of short stories featuring the Franklin
sisters.

Trading Up - A high school reunion. A weekend husband. Finally, a chance to save face!

The Marriage Bargain - A wealthy Frenchman in need of a temporary wife makes a deal with a tabloid
journalist who's posing as a down-on-her-luck American actress.

California Girl - West Coast Girlz - Book One.

Glamour Girl - West Coast Girlz - Book Two.

Party Girl - West Coast Girlz - Book Three.



West Coast Girlz Omnibus - Contains California Girl, Glamour Girl & Party Girl.
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From reader reviews:

Ricky Hayes:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? E-book is very important thing for
us to learn everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim as well as goal; it means that guide has
different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time to read a book. These are reading whatever they
take because their hobby is actually reading a book. What about the person who don't like studying a book?
Sometime, individual feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or exercise. Well, probably you
will require this Secondary Targets.

David Browning:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider when those information which is in the former life are difficult to be find than now's taking
seriously which one is suitable to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you find the unstable
resource then you get it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those
possibilities will not happen in you if you take Secondary Targets as your daily resource information.

Tom Carter:

The e-book untitled Secondary Targets is the guide that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the guide content that will be shown to anyone. The language that article author use to explained
their way of doing something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of analysis when write
the book, hence the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also will get the
e-book of Secondary Targets from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Mary Kerr:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library as well as to
make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's spirit or real
their hobby. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to the library. They go to generally there but
nothing reading really. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring in addition to can't see
colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs.
As we know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, many
ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore , this Secondary Targets can make you sense more interested to
read.
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